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Abstract

Cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs) are multi-channel-capable networks that inherit some of the challenges of
traditional wireless sensor networks (WSNs), such as limited power source and hardware capacity. In several CRSN
applications, such as surveillance and intelligent transportation systems, node mobility is a typical assumption.
However, as a node changes its physical location, spectrum mobility may also follow. Therefore, the treating of node
mobility in CRSN imposes new challenges on all network layers, especially in the data link layer. In this paper, we
propose a novel cross-layer mobility-aware medium access control (MAC) protocol for CRSN. We also propose an
efficient spectrum-aware cluster formation and maintenance. The proposed scheme is more robust against primary
users’ activity as well as node mobility in a CRSN because it integrates spectrum sensing at the physical (PHY) layer
with packet scheduling at the MAC layer. Simulation results show that the proposed protocol guarantees about 60 %
more common channels per cluster in a higher node ratio. Moreover, the proposed MAC protocol outperforms
existing protocols (e.g., CogMesh, cluster-based MAC, and KoN-MAC) in terms of the packet delivery ratio, energy
consumption, and delay, by up to 5, 30, and 25 %, respectively.

Keywords: Cognitive radio sensor network, Cognitive radio ad hoc network, Cognitive radio network, Medium access
control, Mobility management, Clustering

1 Introduction
Stemming from the emergence of new wireless products
and services over the last decade, the problem of spectrum
scarcity has attracted a lot of attention. Static spectrum
allocation to wireless devices causes an abundance of tem-
poral and geographical unused spectrum in the licensed
bands [1, 2]. These temporarily unused portions of the
licensed spectrum are called spectrum holes [3]. A spec-
trum hole is defined as a frequency band that is assigned
to a licensed user, but which is unutilized at a particular
time or location. To address this critical problem, the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (FCC) has approved
unlicensed users or secondary users (SUs) to opportunisti-
cally use spectrum holes and co-exist with licensed users,
while ensuring that the primary users (PUs) or licensed
users of the spectrum are not affected [4, 5]. To this end,
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dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques are proposed,
which lead to cognitive radio (CR) as a promising tech-
nology that can overcome this issue, improving the overall
spectrum usage by utilizing spectrum access in both the
licensed and unlicensed bands [6].
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) can be classified as

infrastructure-based CRNs and cognitive radio ad hoc
networks (CRAHNs) [6, 7]. Infrastructure-based CRNs
employs a central network entity to manage the network,
e.g., base stations (BSs) in cellular networks. On the other
hand, CRAHNs do not have any infrastructure backbone,
and CR users can communicate with each other via an ad
hoc connection [8]. In contrast with centralized CRNs, a
distributed cognitive radio network can be a more appro-
priate selection because of its lower system complexity,
faster align positioning, and lower implementation cost.
The cognition concept has been applied to many ad hoc
technologies such as mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
[9], wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [10], and vehicular
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ad hoc network (VANET) [11]. To enjoy the potential ben-
efits of CRs, the CR sensor network (CRSN) paradigm has
also been investigated.
A CRSN [12] is a multi-channel capable network and

has two basic differences from existing conventional wire-
less sensor network (WSN). The first difference is that in
a CRSN, the number of available channels varies within a
given time, where this attribute is fixed in existing WSNs.
The second difference is that the set of available channels
differs for each node in a CRSN. In traditional WSNs, all
nodes of a single network are expected to use the same
set of available channels. Because of these differences,
protocol stacks developed for traditional WSNs may
not work properly for CRSNs. Specifically, the medium
access control (MAC) mechanism defines medium access
approaches that should be customized to cope with CRSN
challenges.
Some traditional WSN challenges, such as low energy

and hardware limitation, are inherent to CRSN, increas-
ing the complexity of spectrum management in a CRSN.
Current solutions for the cognitive radio network con-
cept do not consider the energy and hardware limitations.
Moreover, node mobility plays a vital role in several appli-
cations, and dealing with node mobility in energy-limited
processes involves making a careful trade-off between
energy efficiency, throughput, and robustness under node
mobility [13]. Recent research on CRAHN and CRSN
have focused on channel management schemes [14, 15],
packet size optimization [16], and reliability and conges-
tion control system in the network framework [17].
For the successful establishment of CRSNs, we need to

design a robust and intelligent MAC protocol. MAC pro-
tocol architecture for CRSNs must be able to intelligently
adapt to the unique characteristics of such networks to
maintain robust performance even in the presence of a
dynamic environment. To achieve better performance in
cooperative networks such as CRSNs, the application of
cross-layer optimization is found to be useful [18, 19].
Moreover, clustering is seen as an efficient way to design

network architecture to facilitate efficient network proto-
cols by introducing self-organized cell structures, where
each cell is led by a cluster head (CH). This concept
reduces the communication overhead cost and increases
the reliability. Moreover, clustering can be defined as a
structured way to manage topology effectively and to
increase the system capacity and stability [20]. For the
past few years, many researchers have extensively investi-
gated clustering techniques for WSNs and wireless ad hoc
networks [21, 22].
In this paper, we introduce a novel cross-layer mobility-

aware MAC protocol that integrates spectrum sensing at
the physical (PHY) layer with packet scheduling at the
MAC layer. The proposed cross-layer protocol enables the
network to bemore robust against PUs’ activities as well as

the mobility of SU nodes. We introduce a novel spectrum
sensing strategy to keep track of the PU channel status and
to increase the probability of finding the right channel for
the SUs’ data transmission. Using this method, SU nodes
can save time and energy in the spectrum-sensing phase.
We also introduce a parameter called the cluster-head
election value (CHEV), which simultaneously considers
the energy level of a sensor, its current speed, available PU
channels, and the number of its neighboring nodes. CHEV
is used as a robust metric for cluster formation, which
makes the proposed clustering approach more effective.
Furthermore, the use of the CHEV parameter guarantees
a large number of common channels per cluster, and it
also makes the clusters more robust to changes in network
topology due to SU mobility as well as spectrum mobil-
ity due to PU activity, where restructuring/re-clustering is
less dominant. The simulation results show that the pro-
posed protocol outperforms similar protocols in terms of
throughput, power consumption, and packet transmission
delay. Table 1 summarizes the important abbreviations
used in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

provides an overview of the mobility challenges in CRSN.
In Section 3, we discuss related work on the CRSN MAC
protocol, while in Section 4, we clarify the system model.
In Section 5, we present the proposed cross-layer MAC
protocol, and in Section 6, we introduce cluster formation
andmaintenance.We show the simulation results and dis-
cussion in Section 7, and in Section 8, we conclude the
paper and discuss future works.

2 Mobility in CRSN
In CRSN, one of the major issues is the disruption caused
by nodes’ mobility. Thus, there is a need to deal with vary-
ing network topologies as mobility affects the steady state
of a network. The mobility of nodes affects both the link
density and the link stability of a network, and a self-
correcting, self-organizing, and self-architecting CRSN
has to overcome the various degrees of state disturbance
caused by the nodes’ mobility.
The term “link stability” refers to the stability of the

links between a given node and its neighbors. The life-
time of a link or its transmission quality is a parameter
that can be used to measure the stability of any link [23].
A node is connected to the broader CRSN by its neigh-
bors, so neighborhood links are the basic building blocks
of a CRSN. Neighborhood link stability is a requirement
for self-organizing end-to-end protocols at the higher lay-
ers as a lack of stability at the link level hinders certain
types of transactions in higher layers.
In CRSN, there are two types of mobility that can affect

the link stability. The first type is spectrummobility, and it
occurs when a PU appears and occupies the licensed band.
As a result, CR users have to move to another spectrum
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Table 1 Abbreviation

Acronym Description

ACK Acknowledgment

ACL Available channel list

ACTS Acknowledgment clear to send

BS Base-station

CCC Common control channel

CHEV Cluster-head election value

CHs Cluster heads

CM Cluster member

CnHS Channel hoping sequence

CR Cognitive radio

CRAHNs Cognitive radio ad hoc networks

CRNs Cognitive radio networks

CRSN Cognitive radio sensor network

CSMA Carrier-sensing multiple access

CSMA/CA Carrier-sensing multiple access/collision avoidance

CTS Clear to send

DSA Dynamic spectrum access

FCC Federal Communications Commission

GW Gateway nodes

HPM Historical prediction model

MAC Medium access control

MANET Mobile ad hoc network

NCC Next control channel

OSA Opportunistic spectrum access

PER Primary exclusive region

PHY Physical

PUs Primary users

RSS Receiver spectrum sensing

RSSI Radio signal strength indicator

RTS Ready to send

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

SUs Secondary users

TSF Timer synchronization function

TSS Transmitter spectrum sensing

VANET Vehicular ad hoc network

WMNs Wireless mesh networks

WSN Wireless sensor network

hole to avoid interference with the PU while maintaining
the connection. This is referred to as spectrum mobility.
The second type is user mobility, which occurs when a
node changes its physical location, resulting in changes
in the network topology. Because a network consists of
static and mobile nodes, it can be challenging to maintain
the connectivity between nodes. Moreover, when a node

changes its physical location, spectrum mobility may also
follow. Therefore, user mobility and spectrum mobility
need to be considered equally when designing a mobility-
management scheme for a cluster-based CRSN. Further-
more, the frequency or channel availability in CRSN varies
over time and space, which makes it more difficult for
mobile users to traverse and provide seamless and reliable
communications across multiple clusters.

3 Related work
A large number of MAC protocols have already been pub-
lished for WSN over the last decade [24–26]. However,
traditional and CR-based WSNs have many differences,
which makes the solution for WSN unsuitable and infea-
sible for application in CRSN. CRSN is also different from
multi-channel WSNs. In CRSN, PUs always have priority
of access to the spectrum, and there is therefore a need
for some level of synchronization to ensure the detection
of the presence of PUs. In contrast to CRSN, all users in
multi-channel WSNs have the same priority when using a
channel, which means that there is no need for synchro-
nization. However, in a distributed environment where
the sensing undertaken by the users is generally asyn-
chronous, it is hard to achieve network-wide synchroniza-
tion. To overcome the spectrum management challenges
in CRSN, several nodes need to interact and cooperate
using novel design techniques.
In recent years, the design of an efficient MAC protocol

for CRN has attracted a lot of attention, and many studies
have been proposed to attain this goal [27–30].
A MAC protocol with a mobility support (cluster

member (CM)-MAC) is presented in [27, 31], which
is a carrier-sense multiple access/collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA)-based MAC protocol with mobility support
that uses a radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) to help
CRs to know and respond to their vicinity to a primary
exclusive region (PER) of PUs. It uses a dedicated com-
mon control channel (CCC) in order to exchange con-
trol frames such as ready to send (RTS), clear to send
(CTS), and acknowledgment (ACK) frames. Two spec-
trum sensing procedures are employed, namely transmit-
ter spectrum sensing (TSS), which is performed by a CR
transmitter, and receiver spectrum sensing (RSS), which
is completed on the receiver side. Both the transmit-
ter and receiver combine the spectrum information into
RTS/CTS frames, and the neighboring CRs of the trans-
mitter and receiver can therefore obtain the local knowl-
edge of one-hop spectrum availability from the broad-
casted RTS/CTS frames. The TSS/RSS procedure that is
integrated in RTS/CTS/ACTS handshaking is sufficient to
ensure that all neighboring CRs can receive the spectrum
information, which ensures the successful next one-hop
transmission. CM-MAC tries to choose the appropri-
ate set of channels, and it subsequently splits the data
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payload into multiple segments and transmits on multi-
ple channels simultaneously to improve the throughput.
It implements distributed spectrum information exchange
instead of using the central coordination, which is similar
to IEEE 802.22 standard [32].
Decentralized predictive MAC (P-MAC) protocol [28]

is a synchronization-based multi-transceiver and multi-
channel MAC protocol. It assumes that a dedicated CCC
is available, and each CR device is equipped with two half-
duplex transceivers, namely the control transceiver and
data transceiver. Distributed sensing is used to determine
the network-wide spectrum opportunity. Time synchro-
nization is performed to pause or stop the secondary
transmission and to determine the network-wide spec-
tral opportunities. P-MAC uses the timer synchroniza-
tion function (TSF), as in the IEEE 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol, for synchronization. In addition, P-MAC uses a
novel channel-selection algorithm that is based on the
historical prediction model (HPM). In P-MAC, nodes
share sensing information and maintain knowledge of
the channels’ status across the entire network to ensure
cooperative sensing and to protect the rights of the
PUs. Similar to 802.22, P-MAC follows two types of
sensing: (i) fast sensing, which takes a very short time
with low accuracy, and (ii) fine sensing, which improves
the sensing accuracy and decreases the incidence of
false alarm and increases the quality of service (QoS).
The data transceiver is also responsible for fine sens-
ing and fast sensing and remains in the doze state
whenever there is no data to send or receive. It also
keeps the transceiver active for synchronization 60 %
of the time, and in the other 40 %, the transceiver
remains in the doze state in order to increase the energy
conservation.
The optimal cross-layer cognitiveMAC protocol (OCC-

MAC) [29] is an opportunistic spectrum access (OSA)-
type MAC protocol for multi-hop CRAHNs. It adopts the
slotted p-persistent CSMA algorithm, where all control
messages are exchanged through the CCC. In OCC-MAC,
the link’s transmit power and persistence probability are
jointly adjusted on the basis of the ingress rate that is reg-
ulated by sources to maximize the total net revenue of
the secondary system, while keeping the licensed users’
collision probability below a tolerable threshold. OCC-
MAC focuses on a slotted random-access system, where
the time is divided into fixed length intervals and all cogni-
tive nodes are synchronized and start their transmissions
only at the beginning of each time slot. OCC-MAC tries
to balance the interference level and the contention level
among cognitive links to utilize spectrum opportunities
in a unified optimization framework. Despite its optimal-
ity, the overhead congestion and unsuccessful reception of
control messages on the CCC may be a key bottleneck to
the deployment of OCC-MAC in practice.

A cluster-based MAC protocol for CR ad hoc networks
is introduced in [30], which forms clusters based on
the geographical positions of nodes, available channels,
and experienced statistics to maintain the cluster sta-
bility. They propose an experience database that stores
spectrum-occupancy statistics to support neighbor dis-
covery and cluster formation. The CH in each cluster
broadcasts a beacon packet that contains cluster control
information such as time synchronization. For each trans-
mission pair, CHs define the channel access schedule. The
nodes that do not participate in the communication tune
to different channels based on the experience database
to perform neighbor discovery. Therefore, cluster-based
MACs do not require dedicated neighbor discovery. How-
ever, during neighbor discovery, each node gathers neigh-
bors’ information and assigns a specific value to each link
to which it is connected. Then, nodes share their link val-
ues among themselves and depending on the link value
nodes start forming clusters.
CogMesh, which was proposed by Chen et al. [33], is the

most well-known cluster-based MAC protocol for CRN
and opportunistically utilizes different spectrum holes
for smooth peer-to-peer communication. CogMesh forms
clusters with nodes that share local common channels,
where multi-channel multi-access networks are consid-
ered. A node forms a cluster using the common channel
of the cluster, which is called the master channel and
invites the neighboring nodes that have the same chan-
nel to join the cluster. For intra-cluster communication,
the CogMesh MAC protocol uses the guaranteed access
period and the random access period for the control
message exchange. Although CogMesh shows promising
performance in statistic CRN, because of the absence
of a mobility-handling mechanism, it faces performance
degradation in dynamic networks. Because of its popular-
ity, we consider this protocol as a benchmark reference for
our simulation studies.
Despite the potential of the existing MAC protocol for

CRN, they cannot be directly applied in CRSNs because of
the challenges with respect to limited resources and hard-
ware capacity, which are inherent in typical sensor nodes.
In addition to the above-mentioned challenges, there are
additional challenges to be dealt with when considering
the heterogeneous spectrum availability. Moreover, there
is also the need for a proper mechanism to handle the
nodes’ mobility. Therefore, the MAC protocol for CRSN
should be carefully designed considering all limitations of
typical sensor nodes as well as the need to fulfill the typi-
cal CRSN requirements. Recently, some researchers tried
to overcome these challenges by proposing MAC proto-
cols that were specifically designed for CRSN, such as in
[34, 35].
Xu et al. [34] proposed a schedule-based protocol

known as KoN-MAC, which is a cluster-based MAC
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protocol for multi-hop CRSN. KoN-MAC allows sensor
nodes to dynamically select an interference-free chan-
nel for data communication. KoN-MAC uses a channel-
weighting concept to distinguish between the channels
and makes the adjacent clusters select different channels
for data transmission, which consequently mitigates the
multi-channel hidden-terminal problem. To achieve bet-
ter energy efficiency, nodes sense a smaller set of channels.
However, owing to the transmission scheduling and gen-
erated traffic classes, KoN-MAC suffers from poor QoS
provisioning.
Maleki et al. [35] presented an energy-efficient dis-

tributed spectrum-sensing technique for CRSNs, which
acts based on the combination of censoring and sleeping
schemes. By optimally choosing the sleeping and sensing
design parameters, subject to constraints on the detection
performance, the authors tried to minimize the overall
energy consumption. The constraint on the detection per-
formance is defined as a minimum target probability of
detection and a maximum permissible probability of false
alarms. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in [35] is assumed
to be known and equal for all sensing nodes, which means
that the probability of detection for all sensors is the same.
However, this is not a realistic assumption as each node
has a different distance with PU.
In this work, we propose an efficient MAC protocol by

introducing a spectrum-aware clustering scheme to divide
the network into several stable clusters. This enables us
to reduce the network control overhead. Most of the
existing clustering schemes did not consider spectrum-
aware clustering [33, 34], which results in the formation
of unstable clusters and the wastage of network resources
owing to frequent reclustering/restructuring. Moreover,
we have integrated the spectrum sensing at the PHY layer
with packet scheduling at the MAC layer, and nodes can
therefore have up-to-date information about the spectrum
availability before starting their transmission. The pro-
posed cross-layer protocol uses the adoptive data period
to handle the nodes’ mobility and to enable them to be
more robust against spectrum mobility caused by PUs’
activities. Furthermore, to conserve energy, the proposed
protocol keeps track of the PU channel status during the
time to increase the probability of finding the right chan-
nel for the SUs’ data transmission. Using this method, the
SU nodes can save time and energy during the spectrum-
sensing phase.

4 Systemmodel
Figure 1 shows the CRSN system architecture, where
we assume that there are NSU cognitive radios and NPU
primary users deployed in CRSN. A given number of non-
overlapping orthogonal channels {Ch|Chi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
are available, and each channel has a unique channel ID.
Each node is aware of its location, and each node has

a single half-duplex cognitive radio transceiver, which is
capable of detecting and utilizing spectrum holes in a dis-
tributed and efficient way. Cognitive radios or SUs coexist
with PUs, and they opportunistically and conditionally
access the channels.
A discrete-time Markov chain is employed to PUs’

channel-usage patterns [36], which means that the PU’s
may change their state (i.e., channel usage) after each
process or step. To obtain a common time reference to
synchronize the SUs, GPS clock has been used. A dedi-
cated control channel is assumed available for all nodes for
control packets. The channel availability for each node is
related to the node’s physical location. Similar to the IEEE
802.22 standard, SUs use an available channel only when
it is not occupied by PUs. By detecting the PU’s presence,
SUs vacate the channel. To prevent interference between
PUs and SUs, a simple interference avoidance model is
used in the proposed network [37].
In Fig. 1, the clustering architecture for CRSN was

considered. After clustering the network, to reduce the
overhead in the dedicated control channel, each cluster
has its own control channel that will be chosen from the
available channel set. Therefore, one of the shared chan-
nels will be used for control purpose, while one of the
remaining channels will be used for data transmission pur-
pose. Nodes that form the cluster become CHs, which
are responsible for inter-cluster communication as well
as intra-cluster channel access control. Inter-cluster com-
munication is relayed by gateway nodes (GWs), which are
nodes that are in the border of two neighboring clusters
and which can hear both cluster beacons, as shown in
Fig. 1. Two SU nodes are considered as a one-hop neigh-
bor if they are within each other’s transmission range.

5 Proposed cross-layer mobility-aware cognitive
radio sensor MAC protocol

By considering the challenges introduced in Section 2,
we propose a new cross-layer MAC protocol for CRSN,
which is called the cross-layer mobility-aware cognitive
radio sensor (CMCS) MAC protocol. By considering the
structure of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard superframe for
low-power networks, we divide the channel access time
into a sequence of superframes, which are shown in
Fig. 2. In this figure, vertical slots represent indepen-
dent actions that will be performed individually. Beacon
section defines the information included in the beacon
packet. The detailed operation of the superframe is given
in the following subsections.

5.1 Beacon period
The CH first generates a random back-off time to avoid
collision with the PUs (a licensed user may suddenly
occupy the beaconing spectrum or another CH may gen-
erate a beacon signal). If the spectrum remains idle when
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Fig. 1 System architecture for CRSN

the back-off time expires, the CH starts to send a beacon
containing the CH ID, time synchronization, channel-
hopping sequence (CnHS), control, and resource alloca-
tion information of the cluster. To reduce the re-clustering
in the network, CH defines a reserved CH (RCH) in the
network. Thus, in the case of the CH moving out of the
cluster, the RCH takes the CH responsibilities of that

cluster. This is presented in more detail in the explanation
about the cluster formation.
If the spectrum becomes occupied by PUs during the

random back-off time, the CH detects collisions and
stops sending beacons using that spectrum, after which
it repeats the process by tuning to the next control chan-
nel (NCC) based on the CnHS. The cluster members also

Fig. 2 CMCS MAC protocol superframe structure
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tune to the CnHS if they do not receive the beacon mes-
sage during a pre-specified time. This mechanism results
in decreased interference of the PUs other clusters.

5.2 Spectrum-sensing period
CMCS performs channel sensing before channel selec-
tion, and nodes can therefore have up-to-date sensing
information before beginning data transmission. During
the sensing stage, SUs are not allowed to transmit because
sensing information has to be interference free. Each SU
senses the channels individually and maintains an avail-
able channel list (ACL) by the end of the sensing period.
Assuming ACLi(t) be the channel availability vector of

SU node i at time t for Ch channels, where Ch is the
total number of channels available for CRSN. Each vec-
tor element, aclich(t), can take a binary value 0 if the
channel is busy and a value of 1 if it is vacant. Therefore,
ACLi(t)=[acli1(t) acl

i
2(t) . . . acl

i
Ch(t)]

T .
In the spectrum-sensing period, all nodes remain quiet

and listen to the channel. Synchronizing the spectrum-
sensing period helps to reduce the false-alarm probability.
If any node senses that the cluster control channel is occu-
pied by the PU, it must convey the CCC occupancy status
to the CH on the NCC at the specified time. After obtain-
ing the status from a CM about the current CCC, a CH
announces to all of its cluster members that it is tuning to
the NCC. Using this mechanism, the CMCS can avoid the
hidden terminal problem.
Because sensing the entire spectrum would consume a

lot of power, it is proposed that the SU node in the CMCS
senses only those channels that have a higher probability
of being available for data transmission. Therefore, each
SU node keeps track of the mean of the channel avail-
ability time, which is called ChAi(t), and is defined as
ChAi(t)=[chai1(t) cha

i
2(t) . . . cha

i
Ch(t)]

T .
The CH in each cluster aggregates the channel sensing

information (ChAi(t)) from all of its members to create
and update the channel availability rate (ChR) list, which
sorts the channels based on the probability of their avail-
ability in the cluster. ChR for cluster j is given by Eq. (1),
where CMj is the number of cluster members in cluster j
at time t, and ij denotes the ith member of cluster j.

ChRj(t) =
∑

ij∈CMj

ChAij(t), 1 ≤ ij ≤ CMj. (1)

In each superframe, the CH broadcasts the updated list
of ChR to all members. Therefore, the CR nodes scan
only those spectra that have higher priorities in the spec-
trum database. By using this mechanism, the CMCS can
reduce the power consumption caused by frequent spec-
trum sensing. The sorted channel list is also used for the
CnHS. Therefore, channels with higher rates will be tried

first, and this can increase the chance of successful trans-
mission and reduce the power consumption due to a lower
number of re-transmissions.

5.3 Neighbor discovery
Wemerged the neighbor-discovery and cluster-formation
phases as they are closely related to each other. To
exchange information regarding spectrum availability, CR
nodes need to discover their neighboring nodes, and this
is usually done during the neighbor-discovery phase. To
obtain a common time reference, we synchronized the
GPS clock of the SUs. In the neighbor-discovery phase,
time slots are set long enough to discover all the neighbor-
ing nodes that are operating on the same channel. Once
all CRs sense the free spectrum and prepare the accessible
channel set, CR nodes arrange the channels.

5.4 Data transmission period
The proposed CMCS does not define a special channel
for data transmission. Therefore, all available channels of
the cluster could be used for data communication. During
the data transmission period, the cognitive radio nodes
shift to a predefined channel in order to transmit pack-
ets. Before communication, a transmitter automatically
generates a random backoff time. If the allocated channel
remains idle until the timer expires, the transmission can
take place. However, if a collision is detected, the node pair
does not transmit or shift to any other frequency.
The data transmission period is divided into two phases:

intra-cluster communication and inter-cluster communi-
cation. All communication between nodes in each clus-
ter occurs during intra-cluster communication, e.g., data
transmission, exchanging the ACL, joining the cluster, and
leaving the cluster. Meanwhile, communication between
neighboring clusters takes place in the inter-cluster phase.
Tomake the data transmission periodmore robust against
nodemobility, the CMCS uses dynamic data-transmission
frame times to improve the throughputmechanism as well
as to reduce the power consumption.

6 Proposed cluster formation andmaintenance
6.1 Outline of the proposed system
In the proposed protocol, cluster formation is performed
in a distributed manner based on the available informa-
tion regarding the neighbor nodes. In the initial stage, as
the node may not know all of its neighbors, clusters are
partially formed. However, after initial clustering, clusters
are gradually reconstructed and interconnected to form a
more reliable network structure by collecting more neigh-
bor information during the neighbor-discovery phase.
The proposed clustering mechanism divides the network
into clusters based on three values: spectrum availability,
node power level, and node speed. In the proposed clus-
tering scheme, clusters are formed with the neighboring
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nodes in an ad hoc topology. This procedure is explained
in the rest of this section.
Nodes in the proposed architecture exchange their

ACLi(t) based on the spectrum sensing information that
is obtained. Each node generates its own neighbor list Ni,
where i = 1, 2, 3,. . . , n using the neighbor-discoverymech-
anism. Next, the cluster formation phase starts. Because
the CMCS tries to generate fewer clusters, cluster forma-
tion is defined as a maximum vertex biclique problem [38]
to include more nodes inside each cluster, while ensuring
that there exists a sufficient number of idle channels for
intra-cluster communication.
First, based on the neighbor list, Ni, and ACLi(t), every

CRi creates an undirected bipartite graph Gi(Ai, Bi, and
Ei). Graph G (V, E) is called bipartite if the vertices set V
can be split into two disjoint sets A and B, where A

⋃
B

= V, such that all edges in E connect vertices from A to B.
Here, Ai = CRi

⋃
Ni, and Bi= Ci, where Ci is the ACLi(t)

of the CRi. An edge (x, y) exists between vertices x ∈ Ai
and y∈ Bi if y∈Ci, i.e., channel y is a subset of the available
channels of CRi.
Figure 3 shows the connectivity graph of a CR network

with the ACL in the brackets. Figure 4a shows the bipar-
tite graph Gd(Ad, Bd, Ed) constructed by CRd from Fig. 3.
The set of vertices Ad that corresponds to the one-hop
neighbors is Ad = a, b, e, k, j, while the set of vertices Bd
corresponds to the ACLd(t), which is equal to ACLi(t)=1,
2, 3, 4, 5. Here, vertices 1, 2, 3 are common to all vertices
in Ad. In Fig. 4b, the maximum vertex biclique graph for
node d is presented. With the neighboring nodes (a, b, e,
k, j) and channels (1, 2, 3), node d forms its maximum ver-
tex biclique. Thus, every node in the network constructs
its own maximum vertices biclique graph.

Fig. 3 Connectivity graph of a CRSN with available channel list in
brackets

a b
Fig. 4 a Bipartite graph constructed by node d. bMaximum vertex
biclique graph of node d

To choose an optimal CH from among all nodes, we
define a parameter, namely the CHEV. In this paper, we
formulate the choice of a CH as a maximization problem,
which can be defined as follows:

ij∗ = max
ij

(CHEVij), 1 ≤ ij ≤ CMj, (2)

CHEVij ∝ Nij
Chij , (3)

where ij indicates the node i in cluster j, Nij is the total
number of neighboring nodes to node i in cluster j, and
Chij is the total number of common channels for node i in
cluster j.
The idea behind choosing the CHEV value as given in

Eqs. (2) and (3) is to choose the node with the highest
number of common channels and the highest number of
neighbors to be the CH. This makes the cluster more flex-
ible to the PU appearance and spectrum mobility as well
as avoiding the need for a large number of clusters in the
network.
Because the CH is responsible for cluster stability, it

should be the node with the highest available power. In
addition, to produce a high-mobility aware MAC protocol
to avoid frequent reclustering due to CH movements, the
CH should be the node with the lowest speed from among
the cluster members in the network. By combining these
two important features of CHs, we define the constant of
the relationship given in Eq. (3) as follows:

CHEVij = Wij×Nij
Chij , (4)

Wij = γij∑
ij γij

where γij = Eijα

Vij
β
, α,β ∈ R+

and 0 < α,β ≤ 1
(5)

where Wij is a normalization factor that indicates how
powerful and static node ij is relative to the other nodes in
the cluster. γij , which is always a positive value, is the pro-
posed parameter to indicate the relationship between the
node energy and speed. Meanwhile, α and β are design
parameters for prioritising the speed and energy based on
the application requirement. If more priority is given to
energy, then α will be higher than β and vice versa.
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To avoid having a big CHEV value, we take the log
of CHEV as a final selection metric of CHs. Thus, the
optimization problem in Eq. (2) is written as follows:

ij∗ = max
ij

(log (Wij × Nij
Chij )). (6)

This optimization problem can be solved simply using
the well-known descending sorting algorithm [39]. There-
fore, a node with the highest log(CHEV) value forms the
cluster and becomes the CH. For example, when node a
and d have four shared channels, while node d has more
neighbors compared to node a under the conditions that
they are static and have the same amount of power, node
d will be the CH. If the log(CHEV) value of a node CRi
is smaller than that of its neighbor, CRi joins the neigh-
bor that has the highest log(CHEV) value, as the CM.
Once the clusters are formed, CHs prioritize other cluster
members based on log(CHEV) for the RCH selection. The
CM with the highest log(CHEV) becomes the RCH for
the cluster. The RCH takes charge of the cluster whenever
the current CH moves out, which reduces the possibility
of re-clustering. By considering the following definitions,
we define the proposed cluster formation algorithm in
Algorithm 1.

i, j → Possible integer (e.g., 1, 2, 3...)
ij → imember of cluster j
Nij → Neighbor set of ij
ACLij (t) → Accessible channel list of ij at time t
CMj → Cluster member of cluster j
CHj → Cluster-head of cluster j
GWj → Gateway of cluster j
Fij . → Node ij status flag

Algorithm 1: Cluster-formation algorithm
1 Start
2 ∀ij ∈ CMj | ij start broadcasting ACLij ;
3 ij receives ACLkj, where ij �= kj ;
4 ij construct bipartite and calculate CHEVij ;
5 ij = maxij (log (wij × Nij

Chij )) ;
6 ij exchange CHEVij with neighbors ;
7 if CHEVij > CHEVkj | ij �= kj then
8 CHj=ij ; /* ij becomes cluster head */
9 else

10 CMj = ij ; /* ij becomes cluster member

*/
11 if ij receives any other beacon then
12 GWj = ij ; /* ij becomes gateway */
13 end
14 end
15 End

Figure 5 illustrates the different steps involved in clus-
ter formation. As shown in Fig. 5b, the network is divided
into several clusters based on Eq. (4). After the cluster for-
mation, CH determines and maintains a list of operating
frequencies for the cluster. Then, as depicted in Fig. 5c,
member nodes check the neighbor list to determine the
presence of any other CHs in the neighborhood. If any
are found, the member node informs the CH about a
new neighbor belonging to a different cluster. The CH
will receive this information from all the nodes, and then
assign the node with the highest CHEV as a GWwith each
particular cluster to maintain the inter-cluster communi-
cation. As clusters in the architecture are independently
formed in a distributed way, it is possible to have loops
in the architecture as they increase the robustness of the
architecture in the case of link failure.

6.2 Topology management
6.2.1 Nodes joining the network
As shown in Algorithm 2, each node starts by channel
hopping to receive a beacon message. If the joining node
receives a beacon from a cluster, it first compares its
own free channel set with the information obtained from
the beacon. If a joining node has at least γ channels in
common with the cluster, it sends a request to join the
cluster during the intra-cluster communication phase. CH
defines a mini-slot to the new node if it has a free slot
available; otherwise, it rejects the new node’s request. If
the request is rejected by a CH, the node has to change its
channel and listen to other channels until it obtains a bea-
conmessage from one of the channels. If it cannot join any
existing cluster, it forms a new cluster and becomes a CH.

6.2.2 Nodes leaving the network
In our proposed scheme, the management of nodes that
leave the network is relatively simple. There are three
types of movement that can occur in each cluster: (i) the
CH moves out of the cluster, (ii) the GW node moves
out of the cluster, and (iii) the CM moves out from or
moves into the cluster. The CMCS handles each situation
as follows:

1. The CH moves out of the cluster: When a CH node
detects its own movement, it informs all of the nodes
about this movement and assigns the RCH as a new
CH. In the case where RCH does not cover all cluster
member nodes, nodes that fail to connect to the RCH
will create new cluster(s) if they could not join any
existing cluster(s). It also informs the neighboring
cluster through the GW node about its approach to
the new cluster.

2. GWmoves out of the cluster: When a GW starts to
move, it informs the CH about its departure. The CH
then appoints another CM as a GW node to maintain
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a b

c

Fig. 5 Cluster-formation process. a Network connectivity graph. b Cluster formation based on CHEV value. c Inter-cluster connection through
gateways

the connection with neighboring clusters. The CH
removes the outgoing node’s timeslot from the
intra-cluster phase. It also informs the neighboring
cluster about the new node approaching that cluster.

3. The CMmoves out of the cluster: When a CM starts
to move, it informs the CH, which then removes its
timeslot from the intra-cluster phase and informs the
neighboring cluster about the new node that is
approaching. The host cluster treats all new
upcoming nodes as a CM node, and it defines a
timeslot for the upcoming node. Using this scheme,
mobile nodes do not become disconnected from the
remainder of the network.

6.2.3 Spectrummobility
If during the sensing phase nodes detect that their chan-
nel availability has changed, they inform the CH about
these changes. If one of the main channels of the cluster is
not available for one node, the CH removes that channel

from the ACL and no communication is performed on
that channel. Using this mechanism, we can avoid hid-
den terminal problem in the network. Otherwise, because
we form the cluster using a maximum number of shared
channels, we reduce the chance of reclustering due to
channel occupancy by PUs.

7 Simulation analysis
To evaluate the proposed protocol, we performed a
comparison study using a MATLAB simulation with
three other well-known cluster-based approaches, namely
CogMesh [33], cluster-based MAC [30], and KoN-MAC
[34]. For comparison, we considered two major metrics
for clustering (cluster size and number of channels) and
three major metrics for MAC protocol (energy efficiency,
throughput, and delay).
To simulate the performance of the proposed protocol,

we carried out different sets of simulations. In the first
simulation, we deployed different numbers of CR sensor
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nodes (50 to 300) in a 1000 m × 1000 m area to study
the impact of various network sizes on the performance
of the protocols. The areas ranged from a low-density net-
work (50 SUs) to a relatively dense network (300 SUs). In
addition, we evaluated the response for two different com-
munication ranges (100 and 200 m) to investigate further
the effect of the network density on the performance of
the protocols. There were 10 randomly distributed PUs
in the network, while the number of available primary
radio channels was set as 10. Although PUs are consid-
ered stationary during the network lifetime, we employed
a discrete-time Markov chain to represent the pattern of
each PUs’ channel usage. This means that PUsmay change
their state (i.e., channel usage) after each process, affect-
ing the available channels in each SU; this is considered
as spectrum mobility. We adjusted the simulation time to
1000 s in order to simulate a multiple number of super-
frames (100 superframes) in a single run of the Monte
Carlo simulation. To obtain sufficiently confident results
against changes in the PUs’ channel occupancy and SUs’
mobility, we used 50 Monte Carlo simulation runs each
lasting 1000 s. In the simulations, we assigned equal pri-
ority to the speed and energy for the cluster formation
(α = β = 1).
Figures 6 and 7 show the clustering performance of

the proposed protocol (CMCS) compared with CogMesh,
cluster-basedMAC, and KoN-MACwith different sensor-
node transmission ranges. Figure 6 shows the results when
the transmission range is set to be 100 m, while Fig. 7
shows the results when the transmission range is set to
200 m.
Figure 6a shows the effect of increasing the number of

nodes on the number of clusters. The figure indicates that
as the number of SUs increases in the network, KoN-MAC
creates a smaller number of clusters compared to other
MAC protocols, and this is believed to be because of its
clustering scheme, which is based on the connection of

nodes to neighbors with lower ID without considering the
spectrum availability. On the other hand, cluster-based
MAC protocol creates a smaller number of clusters com-
pared to CMCS, which is slightly higher than the num-
ber created using CogMesh. The reason for this is that
CogMesh and cluster-based MAC protocol do not con-
sider the available channels for the formation of clusters,
while CMCS includes a smaller number of nodes in each
cluster to maintain the higher number of shared chan-
nels seen in Fig. 6b. As indicated in Fig. 6a, the number of
clusters in the CMCS increases linearly, which means that
the CMCSmakes clusters having the same ratio. Although
neither a low or high number of clusters is defined as
being a good or bad performance metric, according to
[40], weight-based clustering is seen as an efficient way of
producing well-balanced and stable clusters.
Figure 6b depicts the number of common channels per

cluster against the number of nodes. As can be observed,
KoN-MAC shows the worst performance of among all
the MAC protocols. This is because the available chan-
nel has no role in its clustering scheme. Meanwhile, from
Fig. 6b, we observed that CogMesh can only achieve one
(1) common channel, and this is when the number of
nodes reaches 300. Cluster-based MAC protocol exhibits
a better performance when compared to CogMesh, but
the number of common channels then drops sharply as
the number of nodes increases. Meanwhile, the proposed
CMCS guarantees a large number of common channels
per cluster (4.5 with 300 nodes); thus, it is shown to
outperform both CogMesh and cluster-based MAC pro-
tocols.
The effect of increasing the number of nodes on the

number of clusters is shown in Fig. 7a. As can be observed,
a higher transmission range causes a smaller number of
clusters to be produced by all of the protocols. How-
ever, a similar pattern can be observed as KoN-MAC
produced the lowest number of clusters. As previously
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Fig. 6 Clustering performance (transmission range 100 m). a Average number of clusters. b Average number of common channels per cluster
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Fig. 7 Clustering performance (transmission range 200 m). a Average number of clusters. b Average number of common channels per cluster

discussed, KoN-MAC and CogMesh do not consider the
available channels for cluster formation. Therefore, they
include more nodes in each cluster without considering
the available channels. The cluster-based MAC protocol
needs to ensure only that there is one (1) similar chan-
nel in each cluster. Therefore, by increasing the number of
nodes, it creates smaller clusters by ensuring that there is
at least one (1) common channel in each cluster.
Figure 7b shows the effect of increasing the num-

ber of nodes on the number of common channels. As
can be seen, KoN-MAC is shown to have the worst
performance of all of the others, and CMCS is shown
to have the best performance. Meanwhile, CogMesh
performs slightly better than KoN-MAC. The number
of common channels in the cluster-based MAC pro-
tocol decreases linearly as we increase the number of
nodes, while it has a better performance compared to
CogMesh.
Considering the analysis of the clustering performance,

we observe that CMCS achieved around five common
channels per cluster when the transmission range is set to
100 m. On the other hand, the cluster-based MAC pro-
tocol can achieve as low as two common channels per
cluster when the network density increases to 300 nodes.
Therefore, we can conclude that CMCS could improve the
common channel ratio of other protocols by more than
60 % with a higher node ratio. However, in higher-density
networks (Fig. 7b), where the transmission range is set
to 200 m, CMCS achieves almost three common chan-
nels per cluster. However, it still performs better than the
other candidate MAC protocols (up to 60 % higher com-
mon channel at 300 nodes), which are presented in the
results. As previously discussed, a large number of avail-
able channels in each cluster can ensure stable cluster
formation andminimize the reconfiguration/re-clustering
of the network.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the
performance analysis for the MAC protocol using energy
efficiency, throughput, and delay as its performance met-
rics. For these simulations, we considered 100 SUs with a
100-m transmission range. We considered two scenarios
to determine the effect of different network dynamic-
ity values and node speed on the performance of the
proposed protocol.
Figure 8 depicts the impact of the node speed on the

protocol performance when 10 % of the nodes are set to be
mobile and when the speed varies from 0 (static network)
to 10 m/s (dynamic network).
The impact of the mobility speed on the packet deliv-

ery ratio (PDR) is depicted in Fig. 8a. As can be seen
from the figure, all of the protocols show nearly simi-
lar performance when the network is static. However, by
increasing the speed of mobile nodes from 2 to 10 m/s,
the PDR of KoN-MAC, CogMesh, cluster-based MAC,
and CMCS protocols drop by almost 15, 13, 10, and
7 %, respectively. The increase in speed will increase the
movement of nodes between clusters, and the dynamic-
ity of the network would eventually make the formation
of a stable route more difficult. Therefore, more pack-
ets will be dropped and a lower packet delivery can be
seen. Again, we observe that CMCS shows a better perfor-
mance because it uses an adoptive data period to handle
upcoming nodes in the cluster.
Figure 8b illustrates the effect of the node speed on the

energy consumption of the nodes. As shown in the figure,
CogMesh shows an overall higher energy consumption
(17 % in static networks and around 30 % at high speeds)
compared to other protocols. By increasing the speed
of the mobile nodes, the KoN-MAC protocol shows an
exponential increase in energy consumption. By increas-
ing the speed of mobile nodes, nodes leave their vicinity
more rapidly, resulting in disrupted clusters and more
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Fig. 8 Impact of mobile node speed on the protocol performance. a Average packet delivery ratio. b Average energy consumption. c Average
packet transmission delay

frequent reclustering, which increases the energy con-
sumption in KoN-MAC. The cluster-basedMAC protocol
shows a slightly lower energy consumption compared to
CogMesh. By increasing the node speed, it is more likely
that a CH will move out of the cluster, causing reclus-
tering to occur. Moreover, because of this movement, the
previous common channel may not be available for all
nodes, so nodes need to perform channel sensing and
neighbor discovery more often, which can in turn increase
the energy consumption. Because CMCS utilizes RCH,
providing a higher number of common channels, and it
informs neighboring clusters about approaching mobile
nodes, it consumes less energy.
The effect of the mobility speed on the packet trans-

mission delay is presented in Fig. 8c. It can be noted
that in static networks, protocols show similar perfor-
mance. However, by increasing the speed from 2–10
m/s, CogMesh shows a sharp increase in the packet
transmission delay. As can be observed, frequent reclus-
tering at higher speeds as well as a large number of nodes

in each cluster can increase the delays in CogMesh and
cluster-based MAC protocol by up to 25 % (3 ms) and
12 %, respectively, when compared to the CMCS protocol.
Although KoN-MAC achieves a lower PDR, it performs
better than CogMesh and cluster-basedMAC protocols in
terms of delay. Note that the delay is only considered for
successfully delivered packets. Meanwhile, CMCS uses an
efficient routing protocol that considers different metrics
to find the optimal route, which helps CSMS to achieve
better results.
To observe the effect of an increasing number of mobile

SUs in the network, the next simulation scenario consid-
ers the network dynamicity, which varies from 0 % (static
network) to 10 %, whereas the node speed is fixed to 2
m/s. Figure 9 illustrates the performance of CMCS against
KoN-MAC, CogMesh, and cluster-based MAC.
Figure 9a shows the effect of network dynamicity on the

PDR. As can be seen, by increasing the number of mobile
nodes in the network, the PDR falls sharply when using
KoN-MAC, CogMesh, and cluster-based MAC contrary
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Algorithm 2: Topology-management algorithm
1 Start
2 ∀ij ∈ CMj SYNC using the PU signal;
3 if Fij = 1 ; /* ij ∈ CMj, 1 means true and 0

means false */
4 then
5 ij tune to CCC ;
6 ij waits for cluster beacon ;
7 if ij receives beacon then
8 ij involved in cluster action ;
9 else

10 ij tunes to the next channel based on CnHS ;
11 if ij hears beacon then
12 ij involved in cluster action ;
13 else
14 Fij = 0 ; /* set the node flag to

not belong to any cluster */
15 go to line 3;
16 end
17 end
18 else
19 ij starts channel hopping based on CnHS ;
20 if ij hears beacon in any channel then
21 ij obtains cluster information ;
22 if ij has min γ common channel with cluster

then
23 ij requests to join ;
24 ifmini slot available then
25 ij involved in cluster action ;
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 CHj=ij ; /* node becomes CH itself */

30 end
31 End

to the use of CMCS. This is because CMCS uses adaptive
scheduling to handle themovement of themobile nodes in
the network whose function is not provided by other pro-
tocols. Meanwhile, a comparison of Figs. 8a and 9a show
that the increase in speed can affect the network perfor-
mance of all protocols, particularly those with a higher
ratio.
Figure 9b depicts the network dynamicity against energy

consumption. We observed that CogMesh and cluster-
basedMAC protocol show similar performance, while the
CMCS realizes a packet delay of up to 15 % compared to
the other protocols in a higher network dynamicity (10 %).
KoN-MAC shows the most rapid increase in the energy
consumption compared to other protocols, and this is
due to its clustering scheme, which does not consider the

mobility in the network. As previously discussed, CMCS
uses spectrum-aware clustering, which makes the cluster
more stable against changes in the network dynamicity.
In addition, the concept of a reserved CH in CMCS can
reduce the reclustering issues, resulting in greater energy
conservation for the protocol. By comparing Figs. 8b and
9b, we observe that increasing the speed would affect the
network performance more than by introducing network
dynamicity with low speed.
Figure 9c confirms that the use of the proposed novel

routing helps CMCS to outperform CogMesh in terms of
the transmission delay (up to a 10 % decrease in the delay),
especially with a higher network dynamicity (10 % mobil-
ity), while KoN-MAC and cluster-based MAC protocols
exhibit performances that are marginally similar to the
CMCS protocol.

8 Conclusions
This paper proposed a novel cross-layer mobility-aware
MAC protocol for CRSN, which is robust against the
activities of PUs, as well as node mobility in networks.
This was realized by integrating the spectrum sensing
at the PHY layer with the packet scheduling at MAC
layer. The proposed spectrum-aware clustering scheme
was designed in such a way that it ensures that there is
stability in the formation of clusters in order to avoid
frequent reclustering. A greater number of common chan-
nels results in clusters that are more robust against the
mobility of both SUs and spectrum because of the PUs’
activity. To handle the mobility in the network, the CMCS
uses an adaptive data period to handle the upcoming new
nodes in the clusters. The simulation results show that the
proposed protocol can achieve around five common chan-
nels per cluster in lower-density networks, and around
three common channels per cluster in higher-density net-
works. However, it overtakes the other candidate MAC
protocols by more than 60 %, where the number of SUs
increases in the network. Moreover, CMCS outperforms
KoN-MAC, CogMesh, and cluster-based MAC protocols
in terms of the packet delivery ratio, energy consump-
tion, and delay by up to 5, 30, and 25 %, respectively. This
work focused on the design of an efficient MAC proto-
col for channel assignment. However, by considering the
cross-layer approach, an appropriate routing protocol can
also be integrated with the MAC protocol, and this will be
done as future work.
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